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The overly portly controller 

 

Previously, when discussing the Cult of the Magus Geneticae, I mentioned 

‘Controllers’. This was only in passing, because I felt that they needed to be 

covered in reasonable depth, not just fitted in as an afterthought when 

discussing Zombies. 

https://jimssfnovelsandwargamerules.wordpress.com/2023/01/20/that-is-not-

dead/ 

There again, given that the Cult is a somewhat secretive organisation, how much 

do we really know about it. I confess that I feel a little reticence is a good thing. 

To quote Lord Dunsany in ‘The Avenger of Perdóndaris’. 

“Then someone sang quite near us in the darkness to an instrument of strings 

telling of Singanee and his battle against the monster. And soon we saw him 

sitting on the ground and singing to the night of that spear-thrust that had found 

the thumping heart of the destroyer of Perdóndaris; and we stopped awhile and 

https://jimssfnovelsandwargamerules.wordpress.com/2023/01/20/that-is-not-dead/
https://jimssfnovelsandwargamerules.wordpress.com/2023/01/20/that-is-not-dead/
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asked him who had seen so memorable a struggle and he answered none but 

Singanee and he whose tusk had scattered Perdóndaris, and now the last was 

dead. And when we asked him if Singanee had told him of the struggle he said 

that that proud hunter would say no word about it and that therefore his mighty 

deed was given to the poets and become their trust forever, and he struck again 

his instrument of strings and sang on.” 

Just as with the slayer of monsters, so it is the duty of scenario writers not to 

say too much, but instead hand things over to our player, thus it becomes their 

trust forever.  

What savants, observers; and those who interrogate such cultists who have 

ended up in the hands of the proper authorities, (such as they are) have 

metaphorically delved into the Cult. They paint a picture where the bulk of Cult 

activity takes place underground in abandoned mines under the mountains. 

Given that the original inhabitants of Caldoom are the Pyzeans who evolved and 

still live happily in the deep ocean, nobody is entirely sure who did the mining. 

Some have pointed a finger at the Ataman. These are space farers, a recognised 

race whose members are ‘welcome’ to trade freely in what might be loosely 

described as Human space.  

In those mines that have been examined, the consensus is that they show no 

sign of the Ataman. Students of semiotics see no similarly between even the 

most ancient Ataman scripts and any graffiti or signage cut into the tunnel walls.   

It is within the mines that the Cult has its laboratories and breeding chambers. 

Here they are safe from intruders. 

[As an aside, this is safety comes with the possible exception of the Free Miners 

who have evaded the surveillance of both Bretag, and to a lesser extent, 

Grelfarl. These two mining companies make desultory efforts to maintain their 

join monopoly, but candidly the Free Miners grub in holes looking for pockets of 

ore which are too small to interest a major company.] 

But back to the cult. There is an assumption that the descendants of Magus 

Geneticae Maxwell Jessan are somehow still in charge. These may still look 

human, they may even walk among us. Then we know that there is an 

administration of some sort, who are tasked with the smooth running of the 

Cult, ensuring everybody is fed and supplied with what they need. I think we can 

assume that the administrators serve their usual purpose of acting as the mastic 

in the wheels of governance. But equally I think we can assume that they exhibit 

a hgher level of literacy and numeracy than has been found amongst the rank 

and file cultists. 

But the researchers and technicians working within the laboratories and other 

examination facilities are the Controllers. They are the ultimate expression of 

humanity, the envelope pushing, cutting edge; which will help lead man into a 

fresh paradigm. Or something like that. They are the Cult’s largest single 

expense (the cost of maintaining researcher, research programme, and 

laboratory never seems to get any less) but the result of their researches is the 

cult’s main source of income. 
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Because of their much vaunted intellectual superiority, they tend to be used as 

commanders of what small forces are deployed. They can dominate cultists, 

control Zombies, and one suspects the Jessan family regard controllers to be far 

more expendable than Jessan family members. What the administration thinks is 

unknown, but administrators are celebrated for their willingness to die for the 

cause, ideally in a rear echelon clerical position.   

The Controller evolves throughout life, shedding more and more biological parts, 

trading them in for mechanisms which whilst ideally nanotech, or at least 

electro-pneumatic, do sometimes look as if they were made by a local 

blacksmith. Human legs are apparently unreliable and tend to be the first to go. 

They are replaced by a mixture of tubes and micro-repulsor systems which 

means that the Controller can both walk, pick up small dropped objects, and 

hook directly into various feed lines built into the laboratories simultaneously. 

Many will also acquire a full suite of cone sensors with built-in shoulder mounted 

data-packs. These data-packs are connected directly into the central nervous 

system, ensuring that the sensors become part of the controller’s sensorium. 

Due to the sheer volume of data generated by the various sensors, this can be 

also be fed simultaneously to another controller who is safely ensconced in a 

distant laboratory.  

This does have issues. The other controller, or data-partner, may be so delighted 

at the quality of data you are collecting on the electrical signals nearby plants 

are generating in micro-reaction spaces of their cell membranes that they forget 

to mention the man sized life form hiding behind cover ten yards away from you. 

In an attempt to ensure that data-partners have appropriate priorities and 

regard threats to life and limb with proper seriousness, the data-partners are 

encouraged to lodge their consciousness in the shoulder mounted data-packs 

carried by those venturing forth. So what appears to be a single Controller may 

in point of fact be merely the physical presence of as many as five entities, four 

of whom are ‘along for the ride.’ This is not a complete success. The constant 

chitter of up to five controllers, each trying to commandeer instruments for their 

own purposes can end in an instant when danger is spotted. Those who can then 

transfer themselves back to their own bodies, leaving the owner of the original 

body muttering to themselves, ‘It’s quiet, it’s too quiet.’ 

Still, the Controller, when plunged into combat, will not necessarily be 

defenceless. They have a sensor suite which reaches out to 18” from them. 

 Their sensors will detect concentrated energy outputs. So they will spot, 

with pinpoint accuracy, energy weapons, vehicles (unless, for example, 

horse drawn) and even projectile weapons as they are fired.  

 Using thermal imagining, their sensors can also detect less concentrated 

heat sources, such as living creatures.  

 They have a full Lidar suite. 

So these combined mean they have reasonable night vision. 

They have no armour as such, but have a personal force field. For those not 

familiar with Hell by Starlight, this armour counts as composite armour. It has 
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the advantage of not ablating if hit by energy weapons, and you aren't knocked 

down if hit by a projectile weapon. However your position is always known to 

anyone who has any sort of energy sensor in line of sight. Also whenever the 

armour saves it acquires a considerable amount of surplus energy which it has to 

shed. This it does by radiating it out as heat and light, so you glow in the dark 

for the move after. If you are saved by your field for two consecutive moves, dry 

inflammable objects nearby start to smoulder, and have a 50% chance of 

catching fire, 90% on the third consecutive move. 

Most Controllers will carry some sort of personal weapon, normally an energy 

pistol. In close combat they can administer a severe electric shock, which counts 

as them being ‘armed with specialist close combat weapon.’ 

In combat they are Green but have a Reaction point total of 16. 

They use the Feudal Followers reaction table. 

They can dominate cultists. This isn’t a design feature, it’s just that they have a 

very casual attitude to inflicting electric shocks on cultists who irritate them or 

appear to be failing in their duties. So cultists learn to keep out of their way in 

corridors and look busy whenever one is passing. The cultists accept them as 

officers and commanders, and get a +1 when a Controller (any Controller) is 

within one move. Also if a Controller is with a unit of cultists it can goad them 

into action with various levels of electrical stimulation. So they will always roll on 

the Reaction Table as if advancing. 

They do have some sort of control over Zombies. When preparing for an 

operation, they can, by an effort of will, instruct the Zombies not to attack 

cultists who are part of the operation. This takes time but is entirely effective. 

The Zombies have been known to occasionally lick a cultist, which is believed to 

be somewhat disconcerting, but otherwise the process is entirely successful and 

is believed to last several days before it wears off. 

If a Controller is within a move of a group of Zombies the controller gives the 

dice bonus as their commander. But if a Controller is with a group of Zombies 

and dislikes the result of their roll on the reaction table, it can blast one of the 

Zombies with electricity (effectively knocking it out and meaning it is left for 

dead) and can then pick the result the Controller wants, without the indignity of 

rolling further dice. But if this is done, there is a chance that this will cause the 

Zombie’s conditioning to break down. Roll a d6 and on a 1 the Zombies attack 

the Controller. Add 1 to the dice for each time during the game the Controller 

has used this technique. 

A Scenario. Bought and Paid For. 

This is designed to be played solo or multiplayer. 

The Cult of the Magus Geneticae survives, economically, by selling items of high 

technology that they have manufactured, and/or repaired. There is talk of 

technology derived from ancient artefacts recovered from the mines but in all 

candour much of their technology comes from reverse engineering devices which 

they have been asked to fix.  
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Butal and ‘the lads’ 

 

There are entrepreneurs who are happy to deal with the cult. They run a shuttle 

service backwards and forwards to the spaceport at Liberty. It’s not a lucrative 

trade but it’s steady. Butal has been doing this run for some months. He has 

four crew who act as security. They count as composite aliens, are normal and 

hard wired to their intermediate cartridge rifles.  They have a reaction total of 

18. Their flak armour is comprehensive enough to effectively count as full 

armour. 

Butal has had to make a forced landing in very rough territory which is 

‘disputed’. He has radioed the Cult and they have promised to send a team to 

help him.  

Cult forces. 

Controller Cephas III Pinch is in charge.  

He has under his control three, five strong, teams of zombies.  

He has three, five strong teams of cultist. They have a mixture of firearms and 

older weapons. Their firearms count as slug firing shotguns.  
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Two groups have the shotguns, they count as ‘Green’ but each team has a 

leader who counts as ‘Normal’ having done this sort of thing before. 

One group has only close combat weapons. These all count as ‘Green’ and have 

been brought along mainly to do the fetching and carrying. They have two pack 

beasts, one of which carries Controller Cephas III Pinch’s tools that he thinks 

he’ll need to fix the air raft. If he cannot fix the air raft the pack beast and the 

cultists without fire arms will carry the boxes back to the cult territory on their 

backs. 

They arrive on the northern table edge on move 1. 

The Order of Malthus in his Aspect as the Personification 

of Self-Restraint. 

 

The Order has its people out, looking for the downed air raft. They come on from 

the left table edge (the west). Divide the edge up into six zones and roll at 

random to see which zone they arrive in. Initially there is only one squad, part of 

a larger force which has spread out to search a wider area. 

First Squad. Second class regulars, 18 reaction points. 

Brother Almoner, Veteran, flak jacket under robes. Power mace, hard wired.   

Lay Brother, Green, flak jacket under robes. Energy carbine, hard wired.   

Lay Brother. Green, flak jacket under robes. Energy carbine, hard wired. 
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Lay Brother. Green, flak jacket under robes. Energy carbine, hard wired. 

Lay Brother, Normal, flak jacket under robes. Energy carbine, hard wired.   

All your brethren get one dice shift in their favour because whilst they are not 

superbly training in close combat, (which would give them two dice shifts) they 

have some martial arts training meaning they get one shift. Brother Almoner has 

a power mace which gives one dice shift because it’s a specialist close combat 

weapon. 

Each move roll a d6 and on a 1, the first squad arrives. Next time they roll a 1, 

they have another squad arrive at the same point they did. Once they have two 

squads on the table they roll a d10, still needing a 1. When their third squad 

arrives, they then roll a d20 for the 4th, still needing a 1. 

Note that whilst the search parties were initially flown into the area, their 

superiors have noted that they are searching for an air raft which may have 

been brought down by hostile activity. Air rafts are expensive, they can search 

on foot.  

Bretag 

 

The mining company has its security teams coaming the area looking for the 

downed air raft. They come on the right, eastern, table edge. 

Squad leader, Normal, flak jacket under coat, sword and pistol. 

Soldier. Normal, flak jacket under coat, Heavy man portable automatic. To fire 

at over assault rifle range, firer needs to be prone or resting the weapon.  
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Soldier. Normal, flak jacket under coat, assault rifle 

Soldier. Normal, flak jacket under coat, assault rifle 

Soldier. Green, flak jacket under coat, assault rifle 

The squad leader’s sword gets one dice shift because it’s a specialist close 

combat weapon. 

One squad, the first to arrive, has a civilian employee who has apparently 

acquired the ability to dominate zombies. Nobody knows why, but Zombies will 

not approach within a move of her unless a controller with a group of zombies 

blasts one of the Zombies with electricity to encourage the others.  

The Civilian. Green. Unarmed, no armour. 

She isn’t entirely convinced about her ability, it worked once, probably, and she 

is sure it works even better if there are infantry between her and the zombies.  

They are First class regulars with a reaction point total of 18.  

Each move roll a d6 and on a 1, the first squad arrives. Divide the edge up into 

six zones and roll at random to see which zone they arrive in. Next time they roll 

a 1, they have another squad arrive at the same point they did. Once they have 

two squads on the table they roll a d10, still needing a 1. When their third squad 

arrives, they then roll a d20 for the 4th, still needing a 1. 

Initially they arrived in the area by air raft, but these are precious assets and 

there is a general feeling that Bretag Infantry, being infantry, ought to walk 

when searching. The air rafts have returned to base. 

Free Farmers. 

The erratically descending air raft has attracted attention. The rafts are reputed 

to supply the cult, so they’re fair game. All over the area hunters and others are 

packing extra ammunition and a few sandwiches and setting off to see it they 

can pick up any useful loot. They will arrive on the south edge. 

Huntsman leader, Normal, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

Huntsman, Green, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

Huntsman, Green, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

Huntsman, Green, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

Huntsman, Green, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

They count as Militia with 15 reaction points  

Each move roll a d6 and on a 1, the first squad arrives. Divide the edge up into 

six zones and roll at random to see which zone they arrive in. Next time they roll 

a 1, they have another squad arrive at the same point they did. They continue to 

roll a d6, however many squads they have on the table.  
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The Terrain 

The air raft has come down in the middle of a lot of rocky terrain. It has made a 

decent landing but it is right in the middle of the table. The crew can deploy out 

into cover to defend it. Their only allies are the Cult of the Magus Geneticae. 

Everybody else is happy to just loot the raft and their dead bodies. Note the 

zombies are likely to regard them as fair prey. 

The rest of the terrain is very broken. Feel free to cover the table with random 

piles of books and throw a cloth over that before adding more rocks and plenty 

of trees and scrub. Being able to see much more than a foot should be a real 

novelty.  

Who can shoot at who? 

 The Cult of the Magus Geneticae and the air raft crew are on the same 

side. 

 The Free Farmers and the Order of Malthus in his Aspect as the 

Personification of Self-Restraint are allies. At the very least they’re not 

going to shoot at each other, but they both want the air raft and cargo.  

 Bretag can shoot at anybody, and anybody can shoot at Bretag, because 

they’re the outsiders here. 

 

Playing it solo 

The forces of the cult and the air raft are run by the same player. The aim is to 

get Controller Cephas III Pinch to the raft. When he arrives at the air raft he will 

make an assessment. Roll a d6 

1,2,3 it is comparatively simple. It will take him 6 moves to fix. 

4, there are complications he hadn’t envisaged, it will take d10 moves to fix. 

5, he’s never seen one do this before. It’ll take d10+5 moves to fix.  

6, In d6 moves he’ll be able to get it airborne. He reckons it’ll carry him, the 

cargo, his tools, and at a pinch, Butal. His plan is to take it straight up and let 

the wind take it because at height it’s blowing in approximately the right 

direction. 

Notes to the table. The task of a mechanic is never an easy one. Roll the dice 

to see how many moves it takes to fix the air raft. But when you get to that 

move toss a coin, on heads it has been fixed, on tails, not quite, toss the coin 

again next move. 

Abandoning everybody and letting the wind take you. In theory all the 

people attacking should just say, ah shucks’ and go home. Unless of course 

they’re angry, or want to loot your bodies. With the air raft crew to stiffen them, 

the cult force should probably be all right.  
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Also note that even if the air raft is fixed properly, the crew would probably be 

able to carry Cephas III Pinch and his tools as well as the cargo. But unless the 

cultists have suffered a lot of casualties, they won’t be able to take them. And 

there is no way at all they’re having the Zombies on their air raft.  

The Order, Bretag and the Free Farmers, when not controlled by players, will 

attempt to capture the raft and the cargo. This means they will move in that 

direction and will attempt to achieve fire superiority before advancing to close 

with the target. They’re not going to charge across the open without good fire 

support. If another force looks like it is going to get the raft away first, they can 

open fire on it (if allowed above).  

Victory conditions for the factions 

 Butal and ‘the lads’ win if they fly the air raft out of there without 

suffering more than one or two casualties (and they can their casualties 

onto the raft as it leaves). 

 Cult forces get a winning draw if they can fly the air raft out of there 

without losing Cephas III Pinch and his tools. It becomes a win if they get 

a majority of their cultists and Zombies off as well (not necessarily in the 

raft. 

 Order forces win if they get the raft and cargo. 

 Bretag forces win if they get the raft and cargo. 

 Free Farmers win if more than 50% of cultists and Zombies are killed (it 

doesn’t matter who by), the Free Farmers get the two pack beasts, and 

suffer 10% or less casualties. They can take 20% casualties but need the 

cargo as well for that. 

Figures 

The merchant and his crew are from 

 

https://bigmillerbro.gumroad.com/l/tclbpg?layout=profile 

 

https://bigmillerbro.gumroad.com/l/wwguwu?layout=profile 

 

All very reasonable if you have your own printer, Iliada has an agreement to 

print if you don’t. 

Bretag and the Order figures come from CP Models 

https://cpmodels.co.uk/ 

The Controller, the Cultists and the Free Farmers are from  

They are from Knucklebones if you have a printer. Or Iliada Game Studio has a 

licence to sell them ready printed 

 

https://bigmillerbro.gumroad.com/l/tclbpg?layout=profile
https://bigmillerbro.gumroad.com/l/wwguwu?layout=profile
https://cpmodels.co.uk/
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https://www.myminifactory.com/users/Knucklebones%20Minis 

 

https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/ 

 

The Air rafts are from Iliada Game Studio. 

https://www.myminifactory.com/users/Knucklebones%20Minis
https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/

